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Abstract
In this project you can find the different steps when launching a new application. The
service we want to offer is a website with an algorithm that predicts different football
results and how we could get into the market this new app.
The work is divided into the two fields we can cover: business and computing. First
of all, there is the business research for studying which are the needs of the potential
customers, the environment of the application, the competitor’s analysis, the marketing
plan. . .
In the other hand, the design of the application is also detailed: how to structure
the project development, which libraries and functions can be used and the artificial
intelligence methods for creating the predictive algorithm and the related costs.
Key words: artificial intelligence, machine learning, market research, focus group,




1.1 Context and motivation
Undertaking a business has always attracted my attention and, as a Computer Engi-
neering and Business Administration student, I had a wide range of topics to focus
on.
The chosen topic was to plan a business application from zero joining one of my
hobbies with my studies: Football matches results prediction. It involves the business
research for studying its feasibility and the development planning regarding programming
aspects such as the application Django structure and the Artificial Intelligence part.
One of the points motivated me most was the high amount of questions and doubts
I had among the chosen topic: Would it be hard to get the data I need? What about
processing this data? Should it be easy to create a predictive model or applying an
existing one? What about working with an API? Would it be economically feasible an
application like this?
In general, supervising and detailing all the steps when creating a new application
was the main goal I had apart from resolving and learning about all the questions I
had about the process.
1.2 Organisation of the document
The memory is divided into different chapters. In practice, it is split into the business
part and the computing part.
The first chapters are part of the whole business research done:
• Market research: It includes the analysis of the macro and the micro environmental
factors and the focus group done.




• Marketing plan: It is the last part of the business research and it includes the
product definition and the price, distribution and communication strategies.
Then there is the study of the development part regarding computer science knowledge,
in this part there is:
• Development preparation process: It involves all the framework surrounding the
application.
• MTV pattern: Explains how the application has to be built.
• API managing: It details the relation between the data extraction and its pro-
cessing.
• State of the art: Resumes the state of the art of artificial intelligence, its subsections
and the use the project can make of them.




The market research is the first step when starting a new business. It helps to have
a detailed view of all the factors influencing the new project and it is very useful for
defining the project and for planning strategies.
In this section there is the macro and the micro-environment analysis. The last point
of the research will be testing potential customers interests with a focus group.
2.1 Macro environmental factors
The macro environmental factors are used to define which external forces will have
an indirect impact towards the project. They exist even though there is commercial
activity or not and, consequently, the project itself can‘t have any type of influence over
the macro environment.
2.1.1 Economical
Spain is one of the countries that form the European Union [5]. Its economy has the
fourth biggest GDP in the EU and the thirteenth in the world.
As in the majority of the countries in the European Union, the services sector is the
one that contributes most in its national GDP. In particular, tourism represents almost
the 15% in the national GDP.
Nowadays the economy is recovering from the sudden activity interruption due to
the Covid-19 crisis. It was a hard period for the economical system because the GDP
collapsed a 11% in 2020. With the progressive restart of all the activities it is estimated
a 6% growth in 2021.





The society and the culture behaviour in a country are far-reaching. The Covid-19
crisis could have affected the conduct of the people and that is what will be analysed in
the following subsections.
2.1.2.1 Covid-19 consequences
There is one important fact that changed the way of living worldwide. That is the
Covid-19 pandemic.
It started at the end of 2019. At a glance it didn’t seemed that could have the heavy
consequences it finally had and it is still continues conditioning people’s lives in 2021.
In Spain at March 2020 it was declared the Emergency State and all businesses had
to close except the essential ones. That situation lasted 3 months until the measures
adopted started being less restrictive. People stayed so much time at home and that
provoked a heavy crisis and many companies and specially little businesses had to close.
The lucky enterprises where those who adapted faster to the fast Covid-19 spread.
A lot of businesses where not prepared for working fully online but the pandemic forced
them to adjust it.
The consequences for the internet usage were great. As people stayed so much time
at home, and they still do, the use of internet and social media erupted. In a study
made by Accenture [1] shows that:
• Social media and browse web: Increased a 35% due to Covid-19 and a 27%
continued after COVID-19.
• Shopping online: Increased a 15% due to Covid-19 and a 27% continued after
Covid-19.
2.1.2.2 Young people tendencies
One of the reasons the Spanish government decided to regulate the sports betting
advertisements with the Commercial Communications of gambling activities decree is
because many young people are attracted by this polemic sector and maybe they are
not mature enough to gamble in a conscious way.
The University of Huelva has identified some of the reasons make teenagers and
young people be attracted by sports betting [7]. These are the approval of their friends
and the low personal auto-control. The environment of these kids is influencing them.
In Spain there is a high tradition when playing the lottery. In average, each citizen is
investing 65,66€ in the Christmas lottery.
Obviously it is important to bet consciously, with the required information and
with a high level of auto-control. The University of Huelva concluded there must exist




When implementing applications it is not only important to focus on the design of the
project but also the legal framework you have to accomplish. There are many laws
surrounding digital businesses and applications and some of them are quite new.
As legal frameworks for digital applications are quite new in Spain, the European
laws hold the Spanish legislation.
2.1.3.1 E-commerce
The Spanish legislation regulates electronic businesses with the 34/2002 law [2]. Every
business who is doing part or all the activity on the internet has to adhere to the Service
society and electronic commerce services law. There is no special authorization for
lending a service online but they have to follow the rules this law enumerates.
Firstly, if a company want to market different products or services online, as a
conventional business, they must have:
• Social denomination, NIF (Fiscal Identification Number), address and e-mail
address.
• Inscription data of the company in the Commercial Spanish Register.
• Price of the products or services offered detailing the taxes applied.
• Terms and conditions of the company.
Logically, online businesses are not only regulated by the 34/2002 law, they have other
decrees and laws that guide companies to what they have to ensure doing well. There
exists the RGPD (General Data Protection Regulation) that regulates the treatment of
personal data, the cookies policy and many other important points as explained in the
next part.
2.1.3.2 Data privacy
When applications store personal data of the users it is very important to keep it
save and to follow the Organic law 3/2018 of the Personal data protection and digital
rights guarantee. The Spanish LOPD (Ley Orgánica de Protección de Datos) [3] is
subordinated by the UE 2016/679 [4]. The fundamental rights are:
• Access: This is the right of the user to ask the responsible person who treats the
data if his data is being treated or not and, if it is being treated and used for any
purpose the users have the right to be informed about it.
• Rectification: The users can modify their personal data in case that was imprecise.
• Suppression: This right attends the possibility for the users to "forget" all the
data related to the user.
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• Treatment limitation: The user can restrict the use the company is doing with
his data or reject the whole use of it.
• Portability: That refers to the duty of the company to provide all the data related
with the user in a structured and easy-reading format so they can transfer all of
it to another company.
• Opposition: The user can deny the treatment of his data if he company is using
the user’s data to create a profile of them in order to transfer this information to
a third party or if the company is using the information to communicate directly
with the client.
2.1.3.3 Commercial communications of gambling activities
On November 3rd, 2020 the Spanish Minister Council passed the decree of Commercial
Communications of gambling activities. It is the first time gambling is regulated in
Spain.
The Minister Alberto Garzón restricts a sector that has been expanding since 2011
and has triplicated its investing amount in the last four years.
In case of breaking the law, gambling companies will face fines from 100.000€ up to
1 Million €.
The Spanish Government is specially concerned about the growing gambling activity
between young people from 18 to 25 years old as explained in the 2.1.2 section.
This order affects indirectly the possible success of all the sports applications related
with predictions or with data displaying. As advertisement was one of the main source
of users recruitment for bookmakers, many activities they did are now hardly restricted.
• It is banned to advertise on TV at any time except from 1 a.m to 5 a.m. That
rule eliminates the 90 % of all the advertise bookmakers had on TV.
• It is banned to offer recruitment bonus.
• Bookmakers and gambling companies will just focus their offers to registered and
verified clients and never to people with pathological conducts on gambling.
• Football teams could not sign sponsoring contracts with bookmakers if that implies
to wear the company branding in the shirt. The total amount of the money that
bookmakers have this season invested in this terms is 90 Million €.
• Advertising on football stadiums will be adapted to the same schedule as TV
advertising.
All this rules are more heavy than they seem because TV advertisements will be reduced
in a 90% and bookmakers will be less promoted in football shirts. In the 2020/2021
season up to 9 Spanish La Liga teams have as they main sponsor a bookmaker so they
have until July 2021 to find new marketing strategies to continue with their promotion.
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Obviously if bookmakers promotion is stopped and it nearly disappears, the growing
of the sector and new users in Spain is expecting to stop. They will have to focus their
promotions to experienced and regular users.
2.1.4 Technological
When Whatsapp was launched on 2009, almost nobody knew about the usage of the
application although internet was already quite present in the quotidian life. Since then,
or even before, a boom in the technology world started, the evolution has been so fast
that has affected almost all the economical sectors a country can have.
In relation with the familiarity of Spanish families and technology (specially internet
connection) the INE (Instituto Nacional de Estadística) [8] has made one study that
can help us to make a general idea of what we are talking about.
Equipment and TIC usage Value (%) Variation (%)
Homes with internet connection 95,4 4,0
Homes with broadband connection 95,3 4,1
People that have used internet
(in the last three months)
93,2 2,5
Frequent internet users
(at least once a week in the last three months)
91,3 3,6
People that have bought through internet
(in the last three months)
53,8 6,9
Source: INE [8]
Table 2.1: Equipment ant TIC usage in Spanish homes
The study in the table is so significant. Each year the equipment and the use of
internet in Spanish homes is increasing fast. Almost all houses have internet connection
and almost everyone uses internet frequently. New generations of course they do but
the non-digital natives start dealing with technology and all the digital world.
In conclusion, internet and the digital world is closely related with one country’s
economy. That is why Spain, in the European Union and all the developed countries
have internet in their daily life. This is positive for developing an application in this
countries so the customers volume can be bigger than elsewhere.
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2.2 Micro environmental factors
The micro environment is the immediate periphery of an organisation and directly
influences the company. Its factors are more interlinked with the company and it is
relevant to analyse them correctly. Competence, market situation and suppliers are the
agents considered in this section.
2.2.1 Competence
When launching an app, it is so important to know as maximum information as possible
about the competence and the products they offer.
There exist many applications that display the results and the classification but just
a few display treated data.
FootyStats
FootyStats is a web portal that its purpose is to display a lot of football stats. They
have a huge database with all the data available to download. The stats they include
in their Free Basic Plan are:
• Head to head for upcoming fixtures.
• Both team to score probability.
• Over 2.5 goals probability.
• Expected goals stats.
• Football live scores.
• Football league stats.
FootyStats has a Premium Plan with a price of 19,99£ (23,48€) for having more benefits
such as:
• Unlimited access: No limits when looking for stats, pages and all leagues without
restrictions.
• Cards and corner stats.
• Profitable predictions: View hundreds of money-making predictions daily with
tracked bets.





The website resultadosdefutbol.com is a website for following different type of football
competitions and their results. It is a huge community with a lot of stored data that
they also sell to different little projects.
They own a responsible smartphone app that is one of the most used in his area
both in Android and Apple phones.
All the content both in the app and in the website is free, there is only the option
to delete advertisements in the smartphone for X€.
It is not as effective as FootyStats but it fits more with a community website where
users can:
• Read football news.
• Comment with other users the fixtures.
• Make predictions for fun.
• Know which matches are broadcast on TV and in which channel.
• Look for different statistics of many leagues such as:
– Classification.
– Fixtures.
– Goalscorers and other player performances.
– Historical stats.
SofaScore
The portal sofascore.com has a similar profile as resultadosdefutbol.com. It has a wide
coverage of worldwide soccer leagues, cups and tournaments with updated results, stats,
classifications, video highlights, fixtures...
Generally, it provides the same data as resultadosdefutbol.com but with a slightly
poorer interface. It is less flashy and less attractive.
On the other hand, its USP (Unique Selling Point) is that it has such a great live
score structure. Live matches can be followed in great detail and it has its own way to
value players and, consequently, teams.
They have an own database and a live data source that allow the platform to grade
the players during games and in all competitions.
Online sports newspapers
Another type of website that display soccer information are online sports newspapers.
In Spain there are many of them: Marca, Sport, Diario As, Mundo Deportivo...
They have the basic data of the top European and Spanish football leagues but they
have such a big point: Journalists. With the journalist’s opinions users can learn about






Web portal that displays
football stats.
- Huge database
- Extended range of different stats
- Predictions with probabilities
Resultados
de futbol
Website and smartphone app
that displays football stats.
- Kind of social network
- Includes news
- Complete stats and own API
Sofascore
Websites and smartphone app
that displays football stats.




Websites with football information
and general stats.
- Journalist’s opinions among the
general stats and the upcoming
matches
Source: Own elaboration
Table 2.2: Competitors resume table
2.2.2 Market
The market around new applications is composed by some factors that influence directly
the product. In this case the popularity of the topic is essential and also how the
economical situation of the sector is going on.
First of all an approach of the potential demand is explained in the 2.2.2.1 section,
then in the 2.2.2.2 section there is a brief study about how trendy and popular the
market is. In addition, in the 2.2.2.3 point the evolution of the sector is going to be
detailed.
2.2.2.1 Potential demand
A potential customer is one who can become the user of a service. These customers,
even they are not yet generating any income for the company, are going to do it in the
future. The different segments expected to fit in the project are:
• Sport gamblers: With the technology available nowadays and the huge database
people can have on their hands the tools this segment have are limited. In a
bookmaker website the stats of the teams usually are hidden because they want
people to bet based on their own feeling and not with stats and probabilities.
• Analysers: In this era in football everybody analyses down to the last detail
everything and with the MyStatsApp they can reach a lot of data with a little
effort. All top football teams have nowadays a football analyser.
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• Other users: Those who are curious and just want to look for stats and averages,
for informing themselves.
2.2.2.2 Google Trend Search
The tool used for elaborating this study is Google Trends which is a Google Labs tool
that displays the most popular search terms from the recent past.
Google Trends charts represent how often a search for a particular term is performed
in various regions of the world and in various languages. The horizontal axis of the
graph represents time, and the vertical axis represents the frequency with which the
term has been searched globally.
In the case of the project how popular football fixtures are in Spain is the object
measured. The term “resultados de la liga” is quite general and can represent the whole
object.
Source: https://trends.google.es/trends/
Figure 2.1: Google Trends graph
As it is showed in the figure 2.1, on April 2020 the Covid-19 lockdown made all
football competitions suddenly stop and this is why the interest and the searches on
Google were almost null.
The restart of the competitions was very popular and the interest was the maximum
possible, it is remarkable that people was still at home, because of the pandemic, and
only top football competitions restarted in the sports world. So, the entertainment
alternatives were very few.
On August there was no competition and the interest heavily dropped but, with the
2020/2021 season the engage rose and it is still maintaining constant.
On April 2021 there is a big final rise. That is because the leagues and cups are
getting to their final rounds and people are more interested on them.
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In conclusion, we can see that football results are a general interest for Spanish
society and as long as there are active competitions the popularity is constant.
That is beneficial for the project because despite the COVID19 general crisis the
interest for football competitions is still in the society.
2.2.2.3 Bookmakers
Before the Covid-19 crisis, the gambling sector in Spain turned over 41.828 Million €,
more than the restaurant businesses. The gambling sector represents the 0,9% of the
GDP and had over 84.700 employees. It also is a very restricted and regulated business
by the government and generates 1.700 Million € in taxes.
Of course, the Covid-19 crisis stopped all sport competitions and that affected the
sector but, with the restart of the top sports competitions, the sector is getting back to
their old numbers.
Sport bets are not new, for years people have this kind of desire of betting and
gambling. In fact, it is like everybody’s dream, have a stroke of luck and win high
amounts of money.
It is said the first sport gambling was in the Antique Rome where in the roman
circus people started betting for the winner and they found a new business there. But
the real evolution became at the finals of the 18th century. There appeared greyhound
and horse racing and they were just a little step close to the start of football betting.
The innovation of technology is part of a new way to join this world. It is easier
and very comfortable to play through the smartphone or the computer and nowadays
you can bet for anything you want in a surprisingly short amount of time.
According to a research made by a Spanish newspaper [11] Spain is one of the
countries that has most developed the gambling activity. Every month, more than
800.000 users bet on casinos or bookmakers. Football bets represent the 70% of the
total amount the industry moves. That is a developing tendency that continues evolving
between the gambling fanatics.
In conclusion, when the offer of betting is so wide, information becomes crucial for
the users. The stats before and after each game are so important and taking conscious
and educated decisions it is essential.
2.2.3 Suppliers
For little projects and start-ups it is impossible to have an own database for implementing
a website, so looking for someone to supply the required data is necessary.
2.2.3.1 Data supplier
For implementing the application data needs to be imported from somewhere. Here it
is where the concept “API” is crucial for the correct development of the project.
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An API is a set of programming code that enables data transmission between on
software product and another. It also includes the terms of this data exchange.
RapidApi is one of the world’s larges API marketplace and it includes Api-Football.
It covers more than 800 leagues and cups with the live score, standings, events, line-ups,
players, pre-matches odds, statistics...It also includes historical data so implementing
the algorithm for getting a prediction will be more precise.
In the 2.2 schema there is how the app gets data from the API database through
internet. This operation is detailed in the 5.3 section.
Source: Own elaboration




The purpose of doing this focus group is to know the opinion of a specific profile of the
population on the application to be implemented. The opinion of the target audience
in the broadest sense of the word: improvements, changes, suggestions... Everything
that can be useful when implementing the services that will be offered, how they will
be offered and in which way.
The chosen technique is the focus group because we want to create a positive synergy
between the people who are taking part of it and we will look for the “snowball” effect
that would be ideal, that is, to generate reactions and other opinions from an initial
one.
2.3.1 Group planning
The people who were part of the groups followed the criteria of what is considered the
target audience of the application:
People between 18 and 35 years old, middle class men with some knowledge that
gives a quality point to the focus group. A total of 12 people will be reunited in two
different turns. This prototype is the most common for sports applications.
The first focus group meeting was face-to-face and the second one was online with
the Google Meets tool.
The topics covered were the following ones:
• Introduction: Presentation of the project. The landing page would have the
name of the application at the top with the different sections. Registration and
login option. And data from the next major match, for example. In your own
profile you could select a team to follow and you could see different statistics of
the matches in question. The Premium option would include extra prediction and
statistics.
• Data and stats to provide: % of wins, goals in favour average, goals against
average, corners in favour, corners against and a prediction.
• Free/Premium services: What would they like or find attractive to be free?
What do you think is an extra service that should be paid for?
• Personal profile: What would you like to be able to save?
• Payment method: When they pay online, what do they feel most comfortable
and secure with? Monthly fees, annuities?
• Price: What price would they be willing to pay?
• Competitors: Do you know of any similar services? Useful of this?





The participants recruited are those who meet the required characteristics and they are
appointed in a specific place and time. I will be the moderator of the meeting.
2.3.3 Group management
All the content provided was analysed. And it is remarkable that the second focus group
was more interactive, could be because the moderator had the previous experience of
the first focus group. They also had more knowledge about the topics so their profile
fits perfectly with the application we are looking for.
2.3.4 Group analysis
In the following subsections there are exposed the answers of both groups in the Focus
Group.
2.3.4.1 First group answers
• Data and stats to provide: Last 5 games of the team as a local or visitor and
the last 5 games Head-to-Head. Differentiate between competitions as well, it is
not the same for a team to play the regular league than playing the Champions
league. If the coach has changed, the players available for the specific match. In
the case of basketball, in the NBA they say it is very important to know about
the winning streak.
• Free/Premium services: Compare all bookmakers and give the highest odds.
• Personal profile: Recent searches, about teams, fixtures, competitions...
• Payment method: They agree to have the first month free and then pay in
monthly fees. Also, to pay by teams it would be interesting.
• Price: Between 2-5€ per month.
• Competitors: SofaScore.
• Sports betting: Half of them say sports betting is rising and half of them not,
because of the restriction the government is putting on them.
• Other opinions: Highlights of the day on the landing page. Linking the infor-




2.3.4.2 Second group answers
• Data and stats to provide: They agree to provide general stats.
• Free/Premium services: Free would offer stats that are easy to find in other
websites, but with the advantage you offer them all grouped together. Stats about
corners maybe are not so easy to find so could fit in the premium service.
• Personal profile: Would be interesting to save favourite teams, leagues, sports,
calendars. . .
• Payment method: Payment by monthly fees but with a big discount if the user
pays for an entire year. It’s a win-win: it will be a quick cash register for you and
you ensure the continuity of the app. Moreover, if you have someone who pays
you all year round, you will also organize yourself so that it continues to work.
First month free you can do it in two ways: that when paying the first month the
next is free (they will have already paid) or that they put the card but do not
charge the import after 30 days. It is agreed to offer different payment options.
• Price: It depends on what is offered (it is not the same 1st division than all
leagues up to 3rd division). Between 3-5€ per month would be cool.
• Competitors: SofaScore is really complete.
• Sports betting: They agree sports betting are no longer rising. Bookmakers
are at their peak. The COVID crisis has affected them a lot.
With a free market, bookmakers would rise even more due to the attractiveness
and the great advertising capacity they have acquired (big clubs sponsoring and
aggressive advertisements on TV) but now that it looks like the government wants
to limit them, they may be affected.
• Other opinions: In the landing page use the vertical scroll. Offering a demo
would be interesting. For example, giving them: userdemo and the password




Once analysed the external forces can influence the project and the internal ones.
Defining a SWOT is one of the most important techniques when doing a market
research. Strengths and opportunities are helpful to achieving the purpose of the project
whereas weaknesses and threats are harmful.
The strategy after listing the different elements in each point is to link some of
the points in the SWOT analysis for preparing economical and technical strategies for
reaching success.
Strengths Weaknesses
1. Scalability of the project
2. Prediction by Machine Learning technique
unique in the marketplace
3. Intuitive and fast treated data reaching
4. Cheap premium plan
1. Little project in front of big
companies
2. Low amount of data available
3. New brand not established
in the market
4. Low or null budget
Opportunities Threats
1. Focusing on the Spanish league and future
expansion
2. Get the niche of Spanish tipsters
3. Very strong sector with high GPD relevancy
4. Increase of the internet usage due to the
Covid-19 crisis
5. Promotion in social media
6. Useful APIs in the market to get data from
1. Political regulation on gambling
advertisement
2. Depending on just one data supplier
3. The Covid-19 crisis may affect
the users purchasing power
Source: Own elaboration




In this section the points in the 3.1 table are going to be detailed deeper.
3.1.1 Strengths
1. Scalability of the project: The application is built in a easy expansion way.
2. Prediction by Machine Learning technique unique in the marketplace: In the
marketplace there are no application predicting with Artificial Intelligence.
3. Intuitive and fast treated data reaching: The application is going to be intuitive
and easy data finding.
4. Cheap Premium Plan: As the costs are nearly null, the Premium Plan is going to
be cheap and affordable.
3.1.2 Weaknesses
1. Little project in front of big companies: At the start, the application is insignificant
in comparing to other mature products in the market.
2. Low amount of data available: It is difficult to find free data available in high
amounts for the API operations.
3. New brand not established in the market: For recent applications is hard to enter
in the marketplace.
4. Low or null budget: Without sponsors or investors the budget of the project is
almost null.
3.1.3 Opportunities
1. Focusing on the Spanish league and then expanding up to other leagues: Due
to the difficulty of getting free data, starting with the local market and then
spreading into other countries is the process to follow.
2. Get the niche of the Spanish professional tipsters: There are people predicting by
themselves that can be interested in the projects purpose.
3. Very strong sector with high relevancy in the Spanish GDP: As explained in the
?? section, the gambling sector is important in the Spanish economy and it is still
growing.
4. Increase of the use of the internet because of the COVID-19: Due to the pandemic




5. Promotion in social media: Nowadays it is very useful trying to have a relevant
market share through internet advertisements.
6. Useful APIs in the market to get data from: Despite there is a low amount of free
data there are large quantity of API that can be useful for the project’s purpose.
3.1.4 Threats
1. Political regulation of gambling advertisement: As explained in the 2.1.3.3 point
the growing of the gambling sector may be affected by this restriction.
2. Depend on just one provider of data: It is risky to depend on just one data
supplier.
3. The Covid-19 crisis may affect the purchasing power of our users: As the economy
has been affected by the pandemic, it can also affect the personal economy of the
potential customers.
3.2 Strategies
In this section joining the different points in the 3.1 table is going to generate different
business strategies for the project benefit.
3.2.1 Attacking strategies: Opportunities + Strengths
• Scalability of the project + Future expanding up to other leagues: With the basic
skeleton of the web application the project can start with just the Spanish league
and then with its scalability expand easily to other international leagues.
• Cheap Premium Plan + Promotion in social media: The Premium Plan is
cheaper than the competence and combined with a striking promotion plan can
be beneficial for the project.
3.2.2 Defensive strategies: Strengths + Threats
• Scalability of the project + Depending on just one provider of data: In case of
inability of this provider temporally of permanently, the flexibility of the project




3.2.3 Build strengths for attacking strategy: Opportunities +
Weaknesses
• New brand not established in the market + Getting the niche of Spanish tipsters:
Spanish tipster usually use the social network Telegram to share their predictions





It is an analysis of the internal strategy commonly developed by companies. Four basic
variables of its activity are analyzed: product, price, distribution and promotion.
4.1 Product
The main purpose is to offer a web service where there will be displayed football sports
data and predictions based on these data to the users.
In terms of football data there are many computer and smartphone applications
that offer a lot of information about any team, any league or anything you can imagine.
But there’s a lack of processing these data and getting some conclusions. Moreover,
there are no services that predict events based on the data they have.
The potential customers of the application are sport gamblers, analysers and other
profiles detailed in the 2.2.2.1 section.
Users will have to sign-up in the app in order to enjoy the functions and once they
are registered, they can enjoy the functions implemented. The services are going to be
divided into free and premium. The free services are:
• The classification: Current league ranking.
• The next matches: The following league fixtures.
• The stats of a team sorted by home and away events including: games played,
wins, draws, losses, goals for and against, goals for and against average...
• Team calendar: Display of all the matches of a team.
The premium services include, apart from the free functions, the following ones:
• The expected goals for both teams in a concrete football match. For example, if
the match is FC Barcelona vs Real Madrid, the application algorithm is going to
predict how many goals each team is going to score and, consequently, which is
going to be the result.
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• The expected result.
Growth of the product
The first launch of the application is going to be a kind of beta to test if it is feasible to
get ahead with the project.
The key word is scalability. That is the feature of a project that defines his capacity
for reacting and adapting his attributes without losing quality or to manage correctly
the development of the project.
In the first launching the object studied and analysed will be the Spanish 1st division
football league. But the structure of the project is scalable and implemented with
methods that, if the success of the product is the desired, will allow the project to
import as leagues as demanded by the users in a very easy way.
4.2 Price
The price of the app is one of the important points of the project. According to the
point 2.3 the conclusion was people was willing to pay for premium services. This
predisposition of people was one of the reasons for dividing the services of the app into
free and premium.
The free service will include the features detailed in the 4.1 section and user will
just have to register in the website. In the other hand, premium services include the
services explained also in the 4.1 section and there are going to be different ways to pay:
• 3,99€ per month.
• Free first month.
• 6 months pack: 18€ (3€ per month).
• 12 months pack: 24€ (2€ per month).
Giving a free first month is very important in order to have the confidence of the user
and giving packs with high discounts it is significant for ensuring the client for a long
time in the platform.
In order to the payment method, there will be implemented different ways:
• PayPal: It is the easiest way to pay online because it consist in an account with a
bank balance.
• Card: Stripe is an API that allows implementations for card payments. This is
the most common way to pay through internet.
4.3 Distribution
The distribution channel of the application is going to be direct. The project sells




The communication is the last variable in the Marketing Mix. It includes different
ways to interact with potential customers such as: advertisements, public relations,
promotion and direct marketing.
4.4.1 Advertisements
Nowadays there are many different ways to advertise a business in internet. All the
social networks include the Ads service where a business can post their service for being
renowned between its potential customers.
The social networks by themselves have their own algorithm that focus the adver-
tisement to the correct market segment. Instagram , Facebook, Tiktok...analyse their
customers preferences and, in the other hand, the company that wants to advertise
their activity has to define which is their sector and which are their potential customers
preferences.
In conclusion, the company gives the social media a few tips about what they are
working on and the social media sends the advertise to the potential customers.
4.4.2 Public relations
In this section prescriptors and their job are going to be described.
4.4.2.1 Prescriptors
The prescriptors of a company are the people that helps to increase sells and to spread
your service into the society. In the case of the given project there are two types of
prescriptors:
• Loyal users: If the current users the application has are happy with the service
received they will tell about the project to their close friends. That is free
promotion and it demonstrates why is so important to give a perfect service and
attention to the customers.
• Influencers: Is a person that outlines in a social network. Their way of living is
through their personal image and the reach they have with their publications. Of
course, it is expensive to launch a marketing campaign with a country-known
influencer but it also depends on their popularity.
4.4.3 Promotion
When launching an offer or a marketing campaign there are two main goals: sell as
maximum as possible engaging customers and building loyalty. That is why in the 4.2
section there are different offers when paying:
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• Engaging customers: When the goal is attracting customers, giving them a free
first month is one of the best options to choose. In the internet society there is
still the fear of being scammed or the confidence of hiring a liable product. So
giving the customer the chance to enjoy the premium service for free is the way
for them to trust in the product.
• Building loyalty: There is no better customer for a business than the one that is
loyal and regular. From the company’s point of view rewarding those customers
is an intelligent strategy. The client is going to purchase a 6 or 12 month pack in
a lower price and the company is going to get all that money in advanced.
4.4.4 Direct marketing
This point is crucial for being successful. The most popular and effective ways to
promote the the given product are the actual most trendy social networks such as
Instagram, TikTok, Telegram and Twitter. The apps themselves are the prescriptors
we are looking for.
The steps to follow when starting a new business in social media are:
1. Creating a corporate profile: It is important to define clearly and shortly what is
offering our app. Being brief and flashy is crucial nowadays.
2. Publishing about the product.
3. Informing about the price.
4. Start a monitoring of the reach. Whether successful or not it is a possibility to




Once done the market research, the first sketch about how the application would be
has became into a more shaped figure with detailed features and with a clear goal.
Choosing the tools with which developing the application and studying the implemen-
tation techniques are the next steps that are detailed in this section.
5.1 Development preparation process
Before starting the project development in terms of code, the choice of the developing
instruments to use for building the application is very important. In this section we are
going to show how important is for the final result Django and Python and its libraries:
Pandas and Sklearn.
5.1.1 Django
Django is a high-level web framework that allow the fast websites development. It
ensures the security and maintainability of these sites.
It is a free software and has a active and close community. It is also provides a
detailed documentation.
The MyStatsApp and its features fit with the Django structure because it provides
all the properties needed for the development:
• Completness: Follows the “Batteries Included” philosophy providing all possible
libraries and parts required for full usability.
• Versatility: It can be used for developing almost every type of website.
• Security: Django helps the developers to avoid common security mistakes with
the constitution of the framework itself.
• Scalability: The “shared-nothing” architecture is the one that supplies the inde-
pendence between all the project parts.
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• Maintainability: The Model-View-Controller pattern allows the developer to
create maintainable and reusable code among other benefits.
• Portability: Django’s language is Python which can be executed in many platforms.
It also has the support of host providers who have an specific Django web hosting
structure.
5.1.2 Language
Python is a programming language that allows fast-working. Python has the perfect
features that fit with the other tools to use like Django, Github and the libraries Pandas
and Sklearn.
Personally is the one I control most and the on that fits better with the project
we want to develop because it has concrete functions when dealing with numbers,
dictionaries...Another reason for choosing Python is the experience I got last year when
we developed an application with the same tools.
Being familiarized with the tools you use it is very important because you can skip
some learning and introduction steps.
5.1.3 Scikit-learn
Python has many libraries but the most important in the Machine Learning field is
Scikit-Learn. It is the simplest and most efficient tool for predictive data analysis. In
the 5.5 section there are the methods and its appliance on the project and that will be
possible thanks to the functions that Sklearn has.
5.1.4 Pandas
This library is specific for data manipulation and analysis. In particular, it offers data
structures and operations for manipulating numerical tables and time series.
In the project that library is important before the Machine learning application,
when treating the data directly from the API endpoints and when building the data
frame needed in the artificial intelligence step.
5.1.5 Github
Github is like a developer’s social network. The term “Git” comes from the versions
control system and “Hub” is because of the connection between all users of the platform.





The MTV (Model - View - Template) [9] pattern is the most common way to design
Django web applications. The point of this approach is to separate the parts of an
application with their different functions. That is one of the most important benefits
because the changes are reduced to the affected part and not to a whole big project.
5.2.1 Model
One of the benefits of Django is that it has some default models.
The User Django model for the clients that want to register into the application. It
has the basic fields: username, first_name, last_name, email, password...It only has to
be addded an extra boolean field: is_premium so we can differentiate between premium
users and normal ones.
The rest of the data is going to be managed through the API endpoints which
include any type of identifier needed for proceeding data.
5.2.2 View
The view is the structure that connects the urls with the Models and the Templates.
For an easier development it is recommendable to create different views files.
The generic file can have the logic related with the general running of the application:
sign_in, sign_up...
On the other hand, another file can store the methods related with the specific goal
of the app. It can include the API calls and the data processing.
5.2.3 Template
One of the most effective ways to implement a good-looking web application is to
use Bootstrap. It is a framework that allows creating web interfaces with CSS and
Javascript.
Bootstrap has a lot of predefined designs and you just have to adapt them with
your customized photos and structure.
In the design section, it has to be implemented a nested template architecture. When
working with Bootstrap the static stores all the Bootstrap CSS and JS configurations.
As is showed in the Figure 3 the mybase.html template is the background of the
website and it includes the navigation bar and the content with a specific template for
each view and web section.
The navigation bar is customized depending on the user status. It includes some of




In the 5.1 graphic there is the template set up with the different template files
explained previously.
Source: Own elaboration
Figure 5.1: Template architecture
5.3 API managing
How to handle the information available in the API is a big challenge. In this section
there is the explanation of how the API works and how to manage the data.
5.3.1 API-FOOTBALL
The chosen API is API-FOOTBALL. It is has to be used for accessing some of its API
endpoints for getting information about football leagues.
This API has all kind of endpoints about a football league and its different seasons.
Team stats, league classifications, match stats, footballers data...There just will be
needed to manage the API response.
For getting access to the endpoints we have requested a personal api-key that will
allow us to get the data from the API.








response = requests.request("GET", url, headers=headers)
5.3.2 Data managing
When getting the data from the API, it has to be handled in some way because the
format received cannot be displayed directly. The steps to follow are the next ones:
1. Make the API call.
2. Reformatting the data from JSON format to Python dictionary.
3. Sending the data to the template.
4. Parsing the data while displaying it.
The API call
For making the API calls we use a kind of getter that can be used in different functions.
It includes the api-key and the needed url for each call. There are six different getters:
• get_league_table: It receives the id of the league as a parameter. Is used for
getting the current league classification and parsing it.
• get_league_next_fixtures: It receives the id of the league as a parameter. Is
used for getting the next 10 fixtures of the league.
• get_team_info: It receives the id of the team as a parameter. Is used for getting
general information of the team: name, badge...
• get_team_next_fixtures: It receives the id of the team as a parameter. Is used
for getting the next 5 games of the team.
• get_team_last_fixtures: It receives the id of the team as a parameter. Is used
for getting the last 5 games played by the team.
• get_team_stats: It receives the id of the team as a parameter. Is used for getting
the stats of the team concerning goals for and against, wins, draws, losses...
Reformatting the data
When getting the data we receive an API response in a JSON format. It is like a nested
dictionary but quite difficult to parse it directly. The solution to the problem is to
import the JSON library that has the loads function that converts directly the JSON
format into a Python dictionary. We do that in the getter itself.
Sending the data to the template and displaying it
For sending the data to the template we just have to put the object in the arguments field
as shown below, where we send to the league table template the current classification.
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return render(request, ’league_table.html’, {’classification’: classification})
Once the template has the dictionary, the last step is going across the dictionary with
a loop and display the data in the desired format.
5.4 State of the art
This is complex part of the application development. It is the USP that will differentiate
our project from others existing. The Artificial Intelligence field will be detailed in this
part and we are going to introduce Machine Learning and Neural Networks. The design
and the theoretical part is based on [6].
5.4.1 Artificial intelligence
AI is intelligence demonstrated by machines. It simulates the processes imitating human
intelligence with computing systems.
An intelligent machine is the one capable to emulate cognitive functions such as
sensibility, reason ability, learning ability and problem resolving. That means developing
these machines requires a previous phase of learning, reasoning and mistake correction
that can be achieved through algorithms.
Nowadays many type of AI exists: face-detection processes, text editors, search and
recommendation algorithms, chat bots, robotics...And many of them share the same
discipline: Machine Learning.
5.4.2 Machine Learning
Machine Learning is the science of programming computers so they can learn from data.
For example, all email platforms are equiped with a spam filter. These filters are
Machine Learning programs that, given examples of spam emails (those flagged by
users) and examples of “normal” emails can learn to flag spam automatically.
The collection of examples that the system uses to learn are called the training set
and each example is called a training instance or sample.
The task T would be to flag spam for new emails, the experience E is the training
data and the performance P is usually the accuracy of the machine.
In the case of the developing app:
• Training set: Databases of old football seasons with each match and its stats.
The stats of the current league. Getting these data from the API and from other
databases.
• Training instance: Each match that globally form the training set.
• Task: The task would be to output the expected result, the number of goals of
the home team and the away team.
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• Experience: The trainings the machine does.
• Performance: The accuracy of the machine.
5.4.2.1 Types of Machine Learning
In the Machine Learning world, there exist many types of systems that can be classified
according to different criteria. We are going to classify them in accordance with their
supervision.
Considering this action, they can be divided into: Semi-supervised learning, Re-
inforcement learning and the ones we are going to focus on: Supervised learning and
Unsupervised learning.
Supervised learning
The training set you give to the machine has the desired solution, called label. In the
5.2 figure there are represented some of the variables explained in this subsection.
Source: Own elaboration
Figure 5.2: Training set and output representation
This technique is useful for making predictions based on the data used for training.
This data has two components: the input values and the output or desired values. It
has to be a human who provide this data because they need to be reliable. What
we are trying to teach to the machine is that with different input values you can get
different or similar solutions and it is convenient that the machine itself learn to make
this predictions.
In conclusion, the machine has to learn to predict a value given an input feature (or
more).
Unsupervised learning
This technique is the opposite of the Supervised learning. The difference lies in the
training set, that in the Unsupervised learning is unlabeled, without solutions.
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Then, we can say there only exist input values. And how the machine is able to
predict, then? So we give her a final object with many features the machine will study
and compare to what she has and she will know what this object is.
This algorithm is useful for reducing the amount of data of for dividing a set of
objects into similar subsets, what is called clustering.
5.4.2.2 Neural networks
Deep Learning is one of the most important areas of the Machine Learning. It is called
“deep” because it is inspired on the human nervous system. There are created multiple
neuron layers who are responsible of detecting specific features of the input objects they
receive. These structures are called neuronal networks.
As human nervous tissue, neuronal networks are quite similar. Neurons are connected
between and organised into layers. This artificial neurons are the nodes of the network
and do sets of operations for training and learning. Logically, as more as they train,
neurons improve their connections and they keep their learning. The process is quite
simple, neurons receive inputs and with different combinations they create an output.
In the 5.4 figure there is illustrated how a single neuron works and, additionally in the
5.3 figure there is represented a possible multi-layer structure for the project.
Source: Own elaboration
Figure 5.3: Artificial neural network layer structure
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The neuronal network is not useful until it gets trained. As explained in the previous
section, the data provided is very important for this task and it can be classified into
two groups: the training data and the validation data. The first set of data is the one
used by the network for learning and the second one for testing the network.
How do we know our Neuronal Network is working well? The Loss function checks
how similar the results are between the training phase and the real one. Once the Loss
function result is the desired we have to export the model with the weights the network
has assigned to the input variables.
Perceptron
The perceptron was the first Neuronal network architecture formed by just one artificial
neuron. The inputs are numbers and each one has an associated weight. That is used
for calculating a weighted sum of its inputs and then a step function is applied to this
weighted sum for getting the output result.
Source: Own elaboration
Figure 5.4: Simple perceptron structure
5.5 Methods implementation
The theoretical part in the 5.4 section is useless without another approach of how the




The first part of the process is to standardize the data into a default format. With the
API we can reach a high amount of data that has no use without being sorted.
In the following table there is a example of an instance:
Id Date Time HT AT FTHG FTAG FTR
n 01/06/2021 16:00 FC Barcelona Real Madrid 1 0 H
Source: Own elaboration
Table 5.1: Data set instance
Obviously, the more statistics of a match we have, the more successful the prediction
method can be. So we are going to list which variables of a match can be interesting
for us:
• Id: It is the identifier of each component of the data set.
• Date: Day, month and year the match was played.
• Time: Time of the match kick-off.
• HT: Home team name.
• AT: Away team name.
• FTHG: Full-time home goals.
• FTAG: Full-time away goals.
• HTGS: Home team goals scored. How many goals has the team scored until the
Date.
• ATGS: Away team goals scored. How many goals has the team scored until the
Date.
• HTGC: Home team goals scored. How many goals has the team conceded until
the Date.
• ATGC: Away team goals scored. How many goals has the team conceded until
the Date.
• HTP: Home team points. How many points has the team achieved until the Date.
• ATP: Away team points. How many points has the team achieved until the Date.
• MW: Match week.
• HTFormPts: Home team total amount of points got in the last 5 games.
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• ATFormPts: Away team total amount of points got in the last 5 games.
• HTWinStreak3: It is a boolean variable. It is 1 if the last 3 games are won. So
the HTFormPoints in the last 3 games would be 9. Otherwise this variable will
be 0.
• HTWinStreak5: It is a boolean variable. It is 1 if the last 5 games are won. So
the HTFormPoints in the last 5 games would be 15. Otherwise this variable will
be 0.
• HTLossStreak3: It is a boolean variable. It is 1 if the last 3 games are loss. So the
HTFormPoints in the last 3 games would be 0. Otherwise this variable will be 0.
• HTLossStreak5: It is a boolean variable. It is 1 if the last 5 games are loss. So the
HTFormPoints in the last 5 games would be 0. Otherwise this variable will be 0.
• ATWinStreak3: It is a boolean variable. It is 1 if the last 3 games are won. So
the HTFormPoints in the last 3 games would be 9. Otherwise this variable will
be 0.
• ATWinStreak5: It is a boolean variable. It is 1 if the last 5 games are won. So
the HTFormPoints in the last 5 games would be 15. Otherwise this variable will
be 0.
• ATLossStreak3: It is a boolean variable. It is 1 if the last 3 games are loss. So the
HTFormPoints in the last 3 games would be 0. Otherwise this variable will be 0.
• ATLossStreak5: It is a boolean variable. It is 1 if the last 5 games are loss. So the
HTFormPoints in the last 5 games would be 0. Otherwise this variable will be 0.
• HTGD: Home team goal difference. It is the result between HTGS minus HTGC.
• ATGD: Away team goal difference. It is the result between ATGS minus ATGC.
• DiffPts: It is the difference between HTP and ATP.
• DiffFormPts: It is the difference between HTFormPoints and ATFormPoints.
With Api-Football is quite simple to get this data because with a simple API call we
can get the desired value.
5.5.2 Variable correlation
The next step once having a complete data set of all the matches the API stores, it is
necessary to know which variables are correlated between them. The behaviour of the
features stored in the data set is very important.
As it is explained in the 5.1.4 section the Pandas library has a lot of usable methods.
Given a data set, the .corr() method computes a pairwise correlation of columns.
Variables can have two different results between them. They can be:
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• Positively correlated: If an increase in variable A leads to an increase in variable
B. The maximum grade of positive correlation is 1.
• Negatively correlated: If an increase in variable A leads to a decrease in variable
B. The maximum grade of negative correlation is 0.
The conclusion we can get from two variables highly of perfectly correlated is that both
are offering us similar information with almost no variance. That could lead us having
to redundant variables that could affect the final results. So it is interesting to remove
these redundant features so we will reduce training time too.
For example, if the HTGD is very high, the HTGS or the FTHG could be also high.
These would be a pair of highly correlated variables and we should eliminate one of the
two.
5.5.3 Feature set and target variable
At this point we have an entire data set that we have to separate into two parts:
• Feature set: Is the group of all the variables that help to predict the out-
put variable. This set will be defined as X_all and will contain the columns:
HTGD, ATGD, HTO, ATP and the last three matches of each team. This new
set needs to be standarized with the scale method that is obtained from the
sklearn.preprocessing library.
• Target variable: Is the feature of the data set about which we want to learn
how it works. It is defines as Y_all and will contain just one column with the
FTR value.
5.5.4 Spliting the data set
As it is explained in the 5.4.2 the data set has to be splitted into the training and the
testing set. There are needed four new variables:
• X_train: Input train set.
• X_test: Input test set.
• Y_train: Output train set.
• Y_test: Output test set.
5.5.5 Statistical methods application
There steps in terms of Machine Learning for the different algorithms is the same, it
only changes how the classifier is set-up.
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1. Setting up the classifier:
• Logistic regression: With the LogisticRegression method from the Sklearn
we define the nature of the classifier instance.
• SVM: From the Sklearn library the SVC method has to be imported for
categorizing the classifier instance.
• Random Forest: Importing the RandomForestClassifier from the Sklearn
library.





The confusion matrix is the final operation that has to decide which of the methods fits
more with our dataset. A confusion matrix is a tool that represents graphically the
performance of an algorithm in supervised learning. Columns represent the number of
predictions of each class and rows represents the real class instances.
H NH
0 1 Total Accuracy
H 0 500 500 1000 50%
NH 1 50 450 500 90%
H: If the HomeTeam has won the match is 0.
NH: If the AwayTeam has won the match is 1.
Source: Own elaboration
Table 5.2: Confusion table results sample
This confusion table could be an example of our results. How this table can be read?
As shown, the test set had 1000 instances with the value H or 0 and 500 instances
where the value was NH or 1.
• H instances: The algorithm has predicted that 500 of those 1000 instances would
be H. That means a 50% of accuracy.
• NH instances: The algorithm has predicted that 450 of those 500 instances would
be NH. That means a 90% of accuracy.
When comparing this results with one algorithm or another the thing is to use the
one with more average accuracy. The sklearn method classification_report that needs





The conclusions are going to be divided into two different parts: the first one are general
conclusions and facts after all the project planning and, the other one, a brief budget
estimation.
6.1 General features
In terms of the business part, launching this application would be economically feasible
because the costs of the first beta will be very low, so the risk will also be low. The
sector, the society and the economical situation of the country is prepared for new
projects like this one.
Another conclusion that I extract is the influence external factors can have into an
apparently independent project. In this case, in the 2.1.3.3 section it is detailed how
much can a government restrict the activity of a sector if they consider it is against
their interests.
The strategy to follow is starting with a little project, cheap product and effective
promotion campaigns and if the projects start growing, then resizing with a wider
business view and project.
In the computing field it is hard in terms of time to build the structure of a web app
and technically difficult to implement a predictive algorithm for the previously described
dataset but, in the programming forum Kaggle [10] there are predictive algorithms
with a 70% of accuracy. Potential users should be attracted by this precision and that
should be beneficial for the project and its economic plans.
6.2 Timing and economical draft
For finishing the analysis and the project, here is detailed the costs planning for the
first launching of the app.
One of the costs that have to be in our budget plan is the API pricing. This is the
value of the data that is needed by the application. In the following 6.2 table there are
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represented all the plan that API-Football includes.
The Basic plan is just for sketches and firsts testings and, 100 requests/day is quite
a low number. The chosen plan when launching the app would be the Pro plan that
will allow the application having numerous users without any problem. Of course the
plan can be upgraded, downgraded and cancelled whenever it is desired.
Basic plan Pro plan Ultra plan Mega plan
Requests/day 100 7500 75000 150000
Monthly price (€) 0 16 24 32
Yearly price (€) 0 192 288 384
Source: API-FOOTBALL pricing
Table 6.1: API pricing
Another cost is the host and the dominion for the website. The name of the website
has to be catchy and easy to remember, most of them are already unavailable because
other people are using them. That would not be so expensive and some of the interesting
available dominions are the following ones:




Source: Pricing list from dondominio.com
Table 6.2: Dominion and host prices
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